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Contents
Large scale planting for
farmers, landowners
and managers

Whatever you want to
plant, whether it’s a whole wood
or just one tree in your garden,
we can help.

If you’re looking to plant more than
500 trees on your farm or private land,
we have trees, advice and funding schemes
to help. We can also offer you tailored advice
and dedicated project officers.

Every sapling that we provide is UK and Ireland
sourced and grown to minimise the risk of
importing and spreading tree pests and diseases.
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Buy landowner tree packs
Want to plant trees on your farm
or private land straight away? We have a
huge selection of tree packs to suit
your needs.

Seeds are collected and stored in the UK, and
they are all coded and batched so that we can
track each individual tree.*

Buy small tree packs and
single trees
From a single sapling in your garden to packs
of up to 30 trees to create a hedge or copse,
we can deliver straight away.

Free tree packs for schools
and community groups
Apply for free trees to plant in your community
or school. It’s easy, fun and a great way to
green up your neighbourhood.
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*Trees supplied in Northern Ireland will be sourced
and grown within the UK and Ireland.
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Want to chat?
Get in touch with our woodland creation
team for help and advice with your planting
project. Pick up the phone, or ask us a
question using our online enquiry form and
we’ll help you choose your tree pack and share
our expert advice.

Call 0330 333 5303
Or get in touch
woodlandtrust.org.uk/enquiry
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Apply

LARGE SCALE PLANTING
If you’re looking to plant a large number of trees on your farm or private
land, there are several ways we can help.
We can offer you:
• tailored advice
• funding
• trees and protection

MOREWOODS
Think big with MOREwoods. Whether you want to plant a shelterbelt
or harvest your own woodfuel, we’ll provide tailored advice on what to plant and:
• help you design your woodland and select the most appropriate species mix
• assign a dedicated project officer who’ll help guide your application from start
to finish
• arrange delivery of your trees and tree protection to suit you

MOREHEDGES
Hedge your bets. We can help with funding if you’re planting new hedgerows
on your land. Up to 75% of the cost can be subsidised if you plant more
than 100 metres of new hedging with a large tree growing through every six
metres. Other eligibility criteria apply so if you think this might be for you
visit woodlandtrust.org.uk/morehedges
Species: a standard hedgerow mix of species such as blackthorn, crab
apple, dogwood, dog rose, elder, field maple, hawthorn, plus your choice
of tree species for full height trees
Size of land: 100 metres+ of hedge
Protection: spirals, canes, tubes and stakes
Adviser: no, but detailed guidance documents are available
Cost: up to 75% of the cost of trees, protection, support and delivery will
be funded for you.
MOREwoods and MOREhedges
are funded by our partner:

If you plant the trees yourself, up to 75% of the costs will be funded for you.
If you would like a contractor to plant the trees and provide a weeding
service for the first two years, 60% of the costs will be funded.
The contract option is available in England, Wales & Northern Ireland to
anyone planting over one hectare. Our no obligation advice and support is
available even if you then decide not to plant.
Trees: minimum 500
Species: our advisers will help you choose the best species for your land
Size of land: more than 0.5 hectares (1.25 acres)
Protection: we will help you choose the correct protection for your trees
Adviser: yes – one-to-one advice
Cost: if you plant yourself, up to 75% of the costs will be funded for you.
If you decide to plant using a contractor, 60% of costs will be funded.

MOREwoods for crofts
We can also support planting trees on crofts and common grazings in
Scotland. There are a number of ways that we can help including support
with forestry proposals and funding for trees and protection.
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Apply for our MOREwoods or
MOREhedges funding online at
woodlandtrust.org.uk/morewoods
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TREES FOR YOUR FARM

Don’t own the land yet?

Make agroforestry a part of your farm.
Improve soil and water quality, give shade and
shelter to livestock and reap the benefits of a
year round crop.
If you are eligible for our support, we can offer:
• free advice and support for farmers
• a tree planting assessment for your whole
farm
• tailored planting schemes
• advice about how trees can work for your
farm business

Don’t worry. We can work with you, alongside chartered surveyors
John Clegg and Co, to help you search for the right piece of land over
25 hectares. We’ll also produce a bespoke planting plan to help you
create your own designer woodland.

Trees: minimum 500
Species: our advisers will help you choose
the best species for your land
Protection: we will help you choose the
correct protection for your trees
Adviser: yes – site visit, one-to-one advice
Cost: up to 100% funding available to
eligible schemes (excluding labour and
fencing).

Get in touch
To find out more or apply for any of our
large scale planting schemes visit
woodlandtrust.org.uk/largescale
If you want to plant as part of your
business, plant at a landscape scale or work
in partnership with us please call
0330 333 5303
or visit woodlandtrust.org.uk/enquiry

To find out more
about trees for your farm visit
woodlandtrust.org.uk/largescale
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Funded by Sainsbury’s and other generous
funders delivered through the PUR project.
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Buy

LANDOWNER TREE
PACKS

TARGETING TREE
DISEASE SUBSIDISED
Join the fight against tree disease. Renew
your landscape, restore existing woodland
and hedgerows and regenerate countryside
that is threatened by disease. This pack is
made up of large trees suited to growing on
large plots of land.
Trees: 45
Species: 8 mixes of native trees
Size of land: ½ acre or as individual trees
Protection: 1.2m tubes and stakes
These packs are 50% funded to help you
plant more trees.

£101.25

SHELTERBELT

Create a shelterbelt measuring 10m by 125m
or a small copse with the 210 trees in this pack.
They’re great for sheltering livestock and crops
and if you want to attract pollinators, we’ve got
the right mix for that too. Our packs come in
regional varieties and wherever possible we try
to match tree provenance to each location.

Order your tree
pack today at shop.
woodlandtrust.org.uk/
landowner-packs

Trees really make a difference to your land. Whether you want to attract
pollinators, shelter crops and livestock, help wildlife or make your landscape
more resilient to tree disease, we’ve got a suitable tree pack for you.
Our subsidised packs are only available to purchase during the
planting season (October–March).

SUBSIDISED

Trees: 210
Species: 4 mixes of native trees to
choose from
Protection: spirals and canes

£152

These packs are 60% funded to help you
plant more trees.

*All species and prices are subject to change.
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SUBSIDISED
PLANT FOR
POLLINATORS

WILD WOOD
Soak it up and cool off. These hardy native
species can tolerate exposed sites and help
dry up areas where water collects easily.
Trees absorb water and their roots break up
soil to help water penetrate the ground more
deeply and slow surface water run-off.

This pack is specially designed to benefit bees
and other pollinators, with species that flower
at different times providing nectar, pollen and
nesting sites. Helping you grow the perfect
habitat for pollinators as well as providing a
haven for other wildlife and cleaning our air
and water. These packs are made up of 210
saplings which are all suited to growing on
large plots of land.
Trees: 210
Species: blackthorn, goat willow, crab
apple, rowan, hazel and dog rose
Size of land: ½ acre or as individual trees
Protection: spirals and canes
These packs are 60% funded to help you
plant more trees.

Trees: 105
Species: hazel, crab apple, downy birch,
hawthorn, holly, goat willow
Size of land: 4 x tennis court
*this pack can also be purchased as a
larger 420 trees pack for £395.

£152

WORKING WOOD
Get your hands dirty. Plant our working wood
pack and in 7-10 years you could be coppicing
to fuel log burners. Or perhaps you could
chanel your creativity and learn to carve.

WILDLIFE
Just one oak tree supports a thousand other
species so imagine how much difference you’ll
make planting all these trees! Establish food
sources for woodland wildlife and create a
living legacy for future generations with our
wildlife pack.

from

£115*

Trees: 105
Species: hawthorn, rowan, blackthorn,
silver birch, hazel, common oak
Size of land: 4 x tennis court
*this pack can also be purchased as a
larger 420 trees pack for £395.

WILD HARVEST
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*this pack can also be purchased as a
larger 420 trees pack for £395.

from

£115*

Trees: 105
Species: rowan, silver birch, wild cherry,
common oak, field maple, grey willow
Size of land: 4 x tennis court
*this pack can also be purchased as a
larger 420 trees pack for £395.

YEAR ROUND COLOUR
Stay on trend with this season’s colours.
Enjoy beautiful blossom from April to May
and bright berries from July to November.
Watch the leaves change from vivid greens
through golden hues into gorgeous russet
tones.

Get fruity with our wild harvest pack. In a few
years you’ll be steeping sloe gin, setting crab
apple jelly and sinking elderflower wine. Or try
something a bit different with dog rose syrup
and roasted hazelnut coffee.
Trees: 105
Species: hazel, blackthorn, crab apple, dog
rose, elder, rowan
Size of land: 4 x tennis court

from

£115*

from

£115*

Trees: 105
Species: hawthorn, dogwood, wild cherry,
silver birch, rowan, hazel
Size of land: 4 x tennis court
*this pack can also be purchased as a
larger 420 trees pack for £395.

from

£115*
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COPSE

Buy

SMALL TREE PACKS
AND SINGLE TREES

Create a piece of paradise with this copse
pack. Plant a mini forest school classroom or
a peaceful spot that’s an oasis for birds.
Trees: 30
Species: silver birch, rowan, wild cherry
Size of land: tennis court

£54.95

HEDGE
Welcome the wildlife. Mammals, insects and
birds all love the shrubs in this hedge pack.
Plant these trees to make a natural screen or
use them to connect existing woodland, helping
hedgehogs and dormice stay on the move.
30 trees makes eight metres of full, easy to
manage hedgerow.

£54.95

Order on our online
shop
shop.woodlandtrust.
org.uk/trees
Sometimes you only have space for a little one, that’s why we’ve
included a selection of smaller tree packs and single trees. Whether
planting in your garden, in-filling a hedge or creating a spot of
shade, take a look at shop.woodlandtrust.org.uk/trees.
Our subsidised packs are only available to purchase during the
planting season (October–March).
*All species and prices are subject to change.
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URBAN TREES

Trees: 30
Species: dog rose, hawthorn, hazel, crab
apple, dogwood
Size of land: tennis court

SUBSIDISED

Bring a bit of the countryside into your town.
Our urban tree pack is perfect for planting
in front gardens and residential areas to
green up your bit of the city. The trees are
small and easy to manage – great for smaller
areas!
Trees: 15
Species: 4 mixes of native trees to
choose from
Size of land: ½ a tennis court

£41.15

These packs are 35% funded to help you
plant more trees.
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Looking for something even smaller?

Single trees

£8.95 each

Choose from a wide selection of single trees
at shop.woodlandtrust.org.uk/trees

Try one of our mixes of 4-15 trees, perfect for gardens and compact plots of land.
Visit our online shop at shop.woodlandtrust.org.uk/trees.

BEE FRIENDLY
GARDEN MIX
£14.95

Trees: 4
Species: goat willow, hazel,
crab apple, rowan

FRUIT AND NUT MIX
£14.95

This tree improves
the fertility of the
soil where it grows.

Blackthorn
Make your own
sloe gin with
the fruit of the
blackthorn.

Common
beech

Common
osier

A fast-growing,
attractive tree even in poor soil.

A fast grower,
ideal for beds and
borders.

Dogwood

Downy
birch

Trees: 4
Species: blackthorn, crab apple, hazel,
wild cherry

GARDEN MIX
£14.95

Alder

Trees: 4
Species: field maple, rowan, silver birch,
wild cherry

Crab apple

Jellies and jams
can be made with
the fruit of this
tree.

Dog rose

Beautiful pink
flowers followed by
orange-red hips.

Crimson stems
and red autumn
leaves bring colour
all year.

SCOTTISH MIX
£14.95

Trees: 4
Species: rowan, holly, silver birch,
wild cherry

TRADITIONAL
HEDGE MIX
£36.95
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The leaves of
this species turn
a stunning gold
come autumn.

Trees: 15
Species: hawthorn, blackthorn, dog rose,
field maple

Elder

Create cordial and
wine with elder
flowers and fruit.

English oak
Also known as
common oak.
Just one oak can
support more
than 1,000 other
species.

Field maple

Attract all manner
of wildlife with this
colourful species.

Goat
willow
Provides food
and shelter for
butterflies, bees
and more.
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Single trees

Hawthorn sapling

Hawthorn

Hazel

Holly

Hornbeam

Juniper

Rowan

Sessile oak

Silver birch

Wild cherry

Yew

Grows in almost
any soil and can
support over 300
other species.

Juniper berries are
a popular addition
to gin, liqueurs and
sauces.

Wayfaring

Pretty white flowers
and red berries
enhance any hedge
or border.
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£8.95 each

Great for
coppicing, hazel
trees brim with life.

Legend has it that
these trees protect
against evil spirits.

Deep red cherries
and beautiful
blossom abound.

Bright red berries
add a welcome
splash of winter
colour.

Bugs and
butterflies, birds
and bats - all rely
on the oak.

A hardy species
that can survive
in almost any
weather.

Watch its leaves
change from
vibrant green to
striking gold.

A hardy evergreen
that that can live
for thousands of
years.
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FREE

HEDGE

We’ve got thousands of free tree packs
to give away.

Make a natural screen or connect existing
woodland to help wildlife stay on the move. You
will get a variety of each species for 8 metres
of full, easy to manage hedging. For a longer
length our Wild Harvest, Year Round Colour,
Wildlife, and Wild Wood packs also make great
hedgerows and are available with 105 or
420 saplings.

TREE PACKS FOR SCHOOLS
AND COMMUNITY GROUPS
We want to make sure that everybody
in the UK has the chance to plant a
tree. So we’re giving away hundreds
of thousands of trees to schools and
communities who want to plant on
publicly accessible land.
Remember, the first pack you order
and plant as a school will earn you two
points on the Green Tree Schools Award!
Choose your pack from the list and fill
out our online application form.

If you’re successful, we’ll send your pack
out in either November or March,
when the trees are dormant and perfect
for planting.
Before you start you’ll need to:
•
•

know the grid reference of the land
you wish to plant
have permission from the legal
landowner.

Trees: 30
Species: dog rose, hawthorn, hazel, crab
apple, dogwood
Size of land: 6-8 metres of double-row
hedging
Protection: spirals and canes

Please note, species may vary from
those advertised depending on
availability.

FREE

COPSE
Plant a mini forest school classroom or a peaceful
spot that’s an oasis for birds. You will get 10 of
each species for a small, tranquil copse.

Our packs are generously funded by lead partners:

FREE

Trees: 30
Species: silver birch, rowan, wild cherry
Size of land: tennis court
Protection: spirals and canes

WTML/T Morris

WILD HARVEST
Grow an array of fruits and nuts to produce
your own jams, jellies, wines and more.
Trees: 105 or 420
Species: hazel, blackthorn, crab apple, dog
rose, elder, rowan
Size of land: 105 saplings = 4 x tennis
court or 20-25 metres double-row
hedging; 420 saplings = 1 x football pitch
or 85-100 meters double-row hedging
Protection: spirals and canes

FREE
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FREE

URBAN TREES

WILD WOOD

Easy to manage, this pack is designed for
residential areas with limited communal space.
If no shared space is available, applications to
split between neighbouring front gardens to
green up your street are considered. Tree packs
for private use can be found in our shop.

These hardy native species can tolerate
exposed sites and help dry up wet areas.

Trees: 15 – a mix of three native species
chosen to thrive in urban environments
Species: crab apple, rowan, hazel
Protection: spirals and canes

WILDLIFE

YEAR ROUND COLOUR

Establish food and shelter for wildlife and
create a living legacy for future generations.
Trees: 105 or 420
Species: hawthorn, rowan, blackthorn, silver
birch, hazel, common oak
Size of land: 105 saplings = 4 x tennis
court or 20-25 metres double-row hedging;
420 saplings = 1 x football pitch or 85-100
metres double-row hedging
Protection: spirals and canes

Enjoy beautiful blossoms, bright berries and
stunning autumn displays.

FREE

WORKING WOOD
Fuel a log burner in 7-10 years, or channel your
creativity and learn to carve or weave willow.

FREE
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FREE

Trees: 105 or 420
Species: hazel, crab apple, downy birch,
hawthorn, holly, goat willow
Size of land: 105 saplings = 4 x tennis
court or 20-25 metres double-row
hedging; 420 saplings = 1 x football pitch
or 85-100 metres double-row hedging
Protection: spirals and canes

Trees: 105 or 420
Species: r owan, silver birch, wild cherry,
common oak, field maple, grey willow
Size of land: 105 saplings = 4 x tennis court;
420 saplings = 1 x football pitch
Protection: spirals and canes

Trees: 105 or 420
Species: hawthorn, dogwood, wild cherry,
silver birch, rowan, hazel
Size of land: 105 saplings = 4 x tennis
court or 20-25 metres double-row hedging;
420 saplings = 1 x football pitch or 85-100
metres double-row hedging
Protection: spirals and canes

FREE

How to apply for a free tree pack
Go to woodlandtrust.org.uk/freetrees
to apply for your tree pack.
If you are not eligible for the scheme you can buy
one of our packs instead (see our range on page 8).
If you are a school, check out the school resources
at treetoolsforschools.org.uk while you wait for your
pack to arrive.
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Community
tree planting at
Leviathan Wood

Want to chat?
Get in touch with our woodland creation team for help and
advice with your planting project. Pick up the phone, or ask
us a question using our online enquiry form and we’ll help
you choose your tree pack and share our expert advice.

Call 0330 333 5303
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Or get in touch woodlandtrust.org.uk/enquiry
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To find out more visit
woodlandtrust.org.uk/plant
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